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Kappa Phi
Kappers

Bob Pontes

Well we finally made it. Due to some suspicious events we did not make the first two editions, but we intend to be in every issue from now on.

The brothers are hoping to have a successful year and surpass the accomplishments of the last year, by improving both socially and academically.

The brothers have had three dances open to the school thus far this year. The dances have been successful and were enjoyed by all.

The Breakers Five and the Artful Dodgers provided the music for the first two dances. The Malibus and the Who Else were at the third dance to keep the kids jumping. All three dances were held at the Venus DeMilo on Rte. 6 in Swansea, Mass.

At the time of this writing we are planning a dance for December 2nd, also at the Venus, with the Breakers Five and Artful Dodgers to entertain.

On December 9th, we have a big blast planned at the Lincoln Park Ballroom on Rte. 6 in North Dartmouth, Mass. Three bands will provide the music, The Mark Four (formerly The Pipers), the Breakers Five, and the Tidal Wave Vic Arman of WPRO as the emcee.

Kappa Phi has brought a new twist to pledging at RWJC this year, by stretching the pledge period to two weeks rather than the customary one week. The first week was called "Help Week" with the pledges putting up 62 pledges but by the end of the second week was called "Week of the Pledgers" with the pledges putting up 92 pledges. The second week of pledging was called "Help Every Other" with the pledges putting up 92 pledges and the pledges received their patches.

These brothers will have their final Blackball on Dec. 15 when those who have proved themselves during the probationary period will receive their patches. A party was held at Wayne Durkee's for all the new members of Phi Kappa and the new brothers of Kappa Phi. This affair proved to be a real blast enjoyed by all.

The music was provided by the Artful Dodgers. It seems that our fearless leader Bob Pontes wouldn't give up his "Tiger!" and Wayne Durkee kept a good grip on the "Wooden Lady."

Hey Bob Cummings has Ginger stopped winking yet? I'm sure we shouldn't give up on Ginger because she is one of our biggest assets. We need a lot more Ginger's around.

Our basketball team has started up again this year and the boys are practicing with great vigor. The team is anxiously awaiting its new white and blue uniforms to arrive.

The team consists of Phil Miller, Bob Pontes, Ron Marcel, Bob DiCorpo, Norm Theberg, George Chrupcala, Denny Romano, and Frank Chrupcala.

Ron Marcel has been running the boys into the ground but we are sure that Ron will turn out a fine team. The team will be playing frats from different schools in the area.

Kappa Phi is in the growing stages right now. The frat is up to three chapters and still growing. The chapter here at RWJC will be the ALPHA CHAPTER, and the BETA CHAPTER is still in the planning stages but getting stronger every day. The newly formed GAMMA CHAPTER is at SWAT and is awaiting recognition from the school.

We'll be seeing you in the next issue, and the brothers would like to wish all of you a Merry Christmas and prosperous and Happy New Year.

Phil Alph
Epsilon Plans
Campaign

If there exists a God in the Universe, I bes of Him to show the earth with His goodness. If he is the force behind the Universe which causes all things in the world to be put into motion, please put man's power to forgive others in motion also, here on earth.

If this God be of a substance so great and powerful that all which do exist could not do so without His help and knowledge, I bes of Him to shed but a speak of wisdom down upon man so that, he can see the way which is right.

If this force almighty does not exist and is known to be all loving and good, then please could He not but shower down upon the earth much love to live in the hearts of mankind? Surely He must see that what man needs most is love to share with those around him.

Please God; no more hate, if only one man could see his way to clear for another man, what more could anyone wish for or any one God do?

Anonymous
The Rain

Life was as it had always been. That night before the rain. ~

The Rain's time to exist, was the main. Of simple betterment — of a night came, that one eventful Crevasse of thought, an idea Expectancy. into the blackest Dark, a different ideal. Yet, nothing at all.

And rain. Pouring down from Wild and carefree came the wind. "Why? Or!" your reason for bringing this note to mind filled with decorative packages, oversized handbags, and spear-tipped umbrellas the charge of shoppers were out in full force.

Shoppers were attacking each other! With arms filled with decorative packages, oversized handbags, and spear-tipped umbrellas the charge of the Christmas shopper was in effect. They slammed doors in each other's faces, pushed anyone and everyone out of their way, and went so far as shouting each other in and out of stores.

If ever there is a particular season for practicing the Golden Rule, shouldn't it be now, in this atmosphere of giving and joy? Does it really hurt to express a little courtesy and show that we are human beings and not mechanical robots?

Christmas Shoppers

The Christmas season has officially been opened by the surprising appearance of the first snowflakes of the year. Would it not be an excellent time to keep the following in mind? "Do unto others as you would have them do to you." Our reason for bringing this note to mind is the simple fact that we were trying to get some shopping done when we realized that the Christmas shoppers were out in full force.

Shoppers were attacking each other! With arms filled with decorative packages, oversized handbags, and spear-tipped umbrellas the charge of the Christmas shopper was in effect. They slammed doors in each other's faces, pushed anyone and everyone out of their way, and went so far as shouting each other in and out of stores.

If ever there is a particular season for practicing the Golden Rule, shouldn't it be now, in this atmosphere of giving and joy? Does it really hurt to express a little courtesy and show that we are human beings and not mechanical robots?
THE LOST GENERATION
Ski Week Vermont

MT. SNOW

JAN. 29 - FEB. 3

Spend an exciting week with the SKI CLUB at the SITZMARK LODGE. This fab place is located on the doorstep of the finest ski country in the Northeast.

Are your parents having a hard time deciding what to get you for Christmas? If so, tell them that SKI WEEK Vermont is wonderful to give as well as receive.

THE LEARN-TO-SKI WEEK INCLUDES:
- Lodging,
- Two Fine Meals A Day,
- Unlimited Use Of All Lifts,
- Daily 2 - Hour Ski Lessons,

OR, PLAN YOUR TRIP STARTING WITH:

$71
- Lodging,
- Two Fine Meals A Day,
- Unlimited Use Of All Lifts,
- Daily 2 - Hour Ski Lessons,

$31
- Lodging,
- And Two Meals A Day

And Skiing At Your Leisure. (Or Pleasure?)

Remember
The SKI CLUB
Can Help You
Customize The Trip.

Under The Roger Williams Christmas Tree

VIOLA ANTHONY: Paul Newman, a three carat diamond ring, a full length white mink coat, one way ticket to Rome, (all expenses paid), and a white Jaguar to ride around Rome in.

BILLY MARTIN: Michelle. Greg Nelson: Donna a litch-elle sitting in my Ford GY Mk II

“A Happy Season”
By Muriel Harpent
I HAVE THE CHRISTMAS SPIRIT THIS YEAR
I SEE IT EVERYWHERE
I HEAR IT IN THE SONGS WE SING
THE LIGHTS WE BRING
THE CHIMES WE RING
I FEEL IT IN THE AIR,

THE WREATHS AND TREES ALL LIT UP
THEY LOOK SO GAY AND BRIGHT

THE COLORED BOXES
THE GREEN HOLLY
THE STORE WINDOWS
THEY MAKE A PERFECT SIGHT.

ALL THE SHOPPERS AS THEY SCURRY HOME
WITH PRESENTS FOR EVERY ONE

AS IT COVERS THE EARTH TURNING EVERYTHING INTO A PICTURE WONDERLAND,

IT’S SUCH A HAPPY HOLY SEA­SON
REMEMBERING JESUS’ BIRTH
SO MANY YEARS AGO
AND STILL IT MAKES MY HEART BEAT FASTER
TO LISTEN TO THAT BEAUTIFUL STORY
GOOD WILL TO MEN-PEACE ON EARTH,

with a Triumph 500 on a rack in back with a full wardrobe in trunk. Fill up the rest of the space with Hald & Hafl Pingu. BOB LEONARD: Fog lights for my Lotus.

LANNY BE(ULEU: Something intangible which may provide the greatest amount of “gratification.”
REGGIE KLINKER: I don’t need anything except an overhaul for Lady Bomber. I’ve been extra good.

PAM BERNARD: One way tick­ket to Bermuda.

MURIEL MARTINE: Mr. Hartnett, I want a nice little surprise. (Hint).

STEVE FREEMAN: Happiness.

DEAN PIAZZA: All students earn A’s.

MR. SALANTR: To see all students graduate with success and happiness.

BOB PONTES: Good group of pledges for next semester. Also, a new rug, I clipped mine at the last party.

RICHARD GUGLIELMetti: A Roy Roger’s cowboy suit.

FRED BURGESS: A new mother, bottled in Bond.

IRENE APOLLOU: A good memory.

JANET CIAMPELLI: I’m in dire need of an Italian teacher, so I can understand Pierre.

BOB MUNROE: No tax in­crease.

MARY BURGESS: My par­ents’ approval of my engagement.

RULIE WHEELER: An A in Math.

RONNIE MARTEL: Playboy Bunny.

JOE CHERY: Girl 5’6” all standard equipment in the right places, money, a car, but not necessary, good personality.

All applicants contact the Qull. BILL SMITH: Umbrella & stereo.

MISS KEEFE: An all expense paid trip to Calcutta.

BILLY MARTIN: Michelle.

BOB LEONARD: Fog lights for my Lotus.

REGGIE KLINKER: I don’t need anything except an overhaul for Lady Bomber. I’ve been extra good.

PHI KAPPA SORORITY
Phil Kappa sisters have been very busy these past few weeks preparing for their Christmas charity projects. The plans are to entertain the aged at the Rhode Island state Institution.

Rosalee Wheeler, a new sister, is in charge of the program. There is a top secret charity project being sponsored by the sisters but because of the nature of the affair facts are being kept quiet for now.

December appears to have brought the fever of stuffed animals to its peak. A miniature black poodle stuffed with a transistor radio is being raffled off. Other stuffed animals are being sold in the student lounge and in the main lounge of the T.M.C.A. building. Among the variety of animals, there are St. Bernard dogs with their traditional black nose, a Newfie, Sicilian sheep dog, and a white cat.

December appears to have brought the fever of stuffed animals to its peak. A miniature black poodle stuffed with a transistor radio is being raffled off. Other stuffed animals are being sold in the student lounge and in the main lounge of the T.M.C.A. building. Among the variety of animals, there are St. Bernard dogs with their traditional black nose, a Newfie, Sicilian sheep dog, and a white cat.

Flicks Unlimited Presents

“Loneliness Of The Long Distance Runner” & “Munro”
TOMORROW
FREE FREE FREE
2:30 (Y.M.C.A., Audit.)
7:30 (Room 26-28)

NOTE:
one of the required reading novels.

By Pan Bernard